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ABSTRACT
This nepo4t bun.veyd Satuhn'e zye-tem o6 Tipp
with emphas-ie on the utab&.ehmen.t o6 physica.ty ne"onabte
t i.ng modeX,s . The d i.menb i.onb o6 the ptane-t and pt ne i.pat t i.ng
6 ea twee. ane de tehmi ned 64om pub.e i.b hed means uh.ementz . Pho.to -
metAy o6 the A and B ti.ng4 " neviewed, nevizing home pub?,vshed
4esutt,6, and commenting on dehi.ve.d panameteJus in tight n6
nece.n.t pho-tome tAy o6 e now, ice, and o-then ma teA i.at.6 . Mode'b
bon R-i.ngb A, B, and C ahe pteben-ted with suppotting duseu6.6ion
a	 and coneidenation i,6 given to the exi tenee o6 pa&tictez ctoeen
to the ptanet than Ring C and huh then away than Ring A.
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,ATURN'S RINGS — A SURVEY
by A. F. Cook, ic F. A. Franklin* and F. D. Palluconit
INTRODUTION
This statement attempts a survey of the optical properties
of the System of Saturn's Rings with a particular view of
establishing physically reasonable ring models.
In section 1, we review published measures of the dimensions
of the system to obtain the most likely values both of the extent
of the system and certain of its features.
Section 2, presents a review of ring photometry, revising
some published results and then commenting upon derived para-
meters in light of recent photometry.
In subsection 3.1, we discuss several models of Rings A and
B, indicating what problems remain to be solved in order to estab-
lish their physical soundness. We conclude thi§ subsection by
mentioning one model that seems to satisfy all observational require-
ments. Subsection 3.2 briefly outlines a potential investigation
to establish a steady state theory of Ring C and give representative
radii and number densities for the particles. In subsection 3.3,
we adopt what is probably the most likely model discussed in 3.1
and briefly mention the calculation that has been coupled with it
to establish a ring profile, i.e., the light intensity in the ring
as a function of distance from Saturn. This leads us to make some
comments with regard to the existence of material outside the most
conspicuous parts of the ring system. The final subsection 3.4,
^i.scusses observation of a new ring interior to Ring C and several
mechanisms for producing a gap observed between this new ring and
Ring C.
Sm.i,thz o ni,an ks .tAo ph yAicat Oba eAvaton y
and Harwand Co.tege ObbeAvatohy
Cambn,i.dge, Ma.sbaehudettd, 02138
t Jet Pnoputzion Labonatoty
Pasadena., Cati.6o4ni.a 91103
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1. PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE SATURN SYSTEM
In this section we shall try to obtain the most likely
set of dimensions of features of the Saturn system from the various
measurements to be found in the literature. We shall not ii.clude
a discussion of the orbital parameters of the satellites. For such,
the reader is referred to high quality measures and reduction of
G. Struve (1933), which have been re-reduced with the inclusion of,
recent measures by Kozai (1957/58). His results are substantially
the same as those of Struve.
Almost all measures of the dimensions of the disk and
ring were made over 50 years ago; they are of decidely mixed
quality. In principle, to carry oi:t such measurements is not
difficult, but several observational effects operate in ways that
can greatly reduce precision. Chief amongst these is irradiation,
the apparent enlarging of a bright area when viewed against a dark
background. The importance of this effect was apparently not fully
realized by most observers. In subsequent tabulations in this text,
we shall rely only upon these measures in which an attempt was made
to remove irradiation. In our view, this means, in general, con-
sideration of only the following papers: H. Struve (1894), See
(1902), and Lowell and Slipher (1915a,b). We shall compare these
measures with the more recent ones of Dollfus (1969, 1970).
1.1	 M<,e. +. ome teA Meab uh.e,6 o6 the Ring Sya-tem
See (1902) was apparently the first to attempt an
experimental determination of irradiation corrections in the
Saturn system. Unfortunately, there are several errors and incon-
sistencies in his final tabulation so that we must spend a little
time in further examination. The night-time measures are reported
in See (1901), they are re-quoted, (1902), but a small correction
of 0703 in the diameters has been applied in the latter for which
L	 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-488
no explanation has been provided. This correction is too small to
warrant consideration and we shall use for the night -time set the
(1902) values. See compared day and night measures for the outer
distance of Ring A and for the equatorial diameter of the disk,
but did not make the appropriate comparison for the other ring
boundaries. irradiation being what it is, this is not the best
technique. In one case, he applied the irradiation correction back-
wards, hence this new compilation. For the outer radius of Ring A,
the correction for irradiation as determined by See 0:'15; for the
equatorial radius of the disk, 0! 1 28. For the Saturnian system, these
represent upper and lower limits of the corrections, since they
depend upon the brightness of an element of solid angle. We shall
assume presently that the inner boundary of Ring C requires no cor-
rection. For the other boundaries, we suggest the following
corrections to See's night-time measures: for the inner radii of
Rings A and B, 0:'20, outer radius of Ring B, 0.25 (See's suggestion).
These values conform to the relative brightness of the various
regions.
Table Ia
Feature
,.:
Outer A
Diameter (arc secs)
40.27
Inner A 34.76
Cassini Division,
Width 0.42
Inner B 25.93
Width of C 2.75
See's (1902) Night-Time Measures in Arc Seconds
Reduced to a Distance of 9.5388 AU
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We then obtain the following radii, corrected for irradiation and
coded as indicated.
Table Ib
Feature Radii (arc secs)
Outer A 19.98 M
Inner, A 17.58 NC
Cassini Division,
Width 0.87 NC
Outer B 16.71 INC
Inner B 13.18 NC
Inner B 12.94 M
Inner C 10.23 see text
M:	 day-time measure by See (1902)
NC:	 night-time measure, corrected for
irradiation as mentioned
See's (1902) heasures Corrected by Authors for
Irradiation Reduced to a Distance of 9.5388 AU
Why the day and night measures of the inner boundary
of Ring B have essentially the same value remains a mystery and
this is the outstanding sore-thumb cf this tabulation. See has
measured only the width of Ring C. It is reasonable to suppose
that the inner boundary of Ring C is unaffected by irradiation.
Using the mean of the two measured widths, day and night, of Ring C
and the inner boundary of Ring B uncorrected for irradiation, we
obtain the quoted value for the inner boundary of Ring C given in
Table lb. We feel that this table provides the most likely set of
values from See's published papers.
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A more complete attempt to remove the effects of irra-
diation from measures of ring dimensions was carried out by Lowell
and Slipher (1915 a,b). These observers measured the complete ring
system in day-light or bright twilight. The following tabulation
is derived from irradiation - free measures only, using a mean of
values given by the two observers, weighted according to the number
of settings on a given feature. The method of weighting is incon-
sequential.
Table II
`'eature Radius	 (arc secs)
Outer, A 19.84
Inner A 17.63
Outer B 16.86
Inner B 13.21
Inner C 10.96
Measures of Saturn's Ring System
Derived by Authors from Irradiation-
free Observations of Lowell and
Slipher (1915 a,b) at 9.5388 AU.
The least satisfactory measures among this : - -2t are
those of the inner boundary of Ring C. Tha fewest number of set-
tings are made on this feature and they were performed by only one
of the two observers. Slipher's measures, giving an inner radius
for Ring C of 10."80, apparently were not felt to be completely free
of irradiation. Because Ring C is so faint, night-time measures of
its inner boundary, if properly made, could be free of irradiation.
Suppose, for example, that an observer measures the two separations
between (1) the preceding inner boundary :)f the ellipse of Ring C
and the preceding equatorial limb of the planet and (2) the pre-
ceding inner boundar y of Ring C and the following equatorial limb.
J PL Technical Memorandum 33-488	 5
6The mean of these two measures gives a value for the inner radius	 i
of Ring C that is unaffected by the irnadia.tion of the disk. This,
fact, was the measuring procedure used by a number of the earlier
observers and their results are, for this quantity, entitled to
some zonsideration. Thirty measures on 7 nights on each of the two
sides of the planet by Dyson and Lewis (1895) give a radius of 10.38.
Similar measures by Barnard (1896) on 11 nights give 10726 and 5y
Hall (1885) on 2 nights yield 10726.
For the inner boundary of Ring B we have a further
determination, Cook and Franklin (1958) which results from a
reduction of the eclipse of Iapetus by the rings as observed by
Barnard (1890). This value is 13:'22 10."06. Recent measures of
Dollfus (1969) are listed in Table III for four boundaries. These
observations were made with a double image micrometer which Dollfus
(1954) has designed to reduce uncertainties arising from various
optical effects and seeing. It is not, however, clear to us that
such a micrometer eliminates the effects of irradiation. The
images that it forms in a telescope would be substantial) fainterg	 p	 Y
than those without it, so that irradiation would presumably be
reduced for all ring feature:; and remain a problem only for the
brightest, e.g., the outer boundary of Ring B.
Table III
Feature Radius (arc secs)
Outer A 19.72
Inner A 17.45
Outer B 17.05
Inner B 13.34
The Measures of Dollfus (1969)
at 9.539 AU
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It is clear from the discussion thus far that __1 sets
of observations have some short-comings and are not of uniform
internal quality. It is, therefore, not easy co obtain a properly
weighted mean and our final tabulation is admittedly somewhat sub-
jective. We have formed means from Table Ib, averaging the two
values for the inner radius of Ring B, Tables II and III, giving
double weight to those of Table II. For Dollfus' measures, Table
III, we give double weight to the outer radius of Ring A, which has
the most measures (8) and the lowest probable error of all ring
measures. To the other tnree ring dimensions we have assigned unit
weight. There seems to be some uncertainty with regard to Dollfus'
value for` the vadius v outs i.	 1 rzef	 3: His t ,_.... individual r?easurements
(we have dropped a discordant fourth that appears to be r ►:isprint)
do not correspond to the quoted mean. It is also among the largest
values measured for this feature; we retain it however, with unit
weight. Measures of the inner radius of B, Cook and Franklin (1958) ,
and the inner radius of Ring C, Barnard (1896) , Dyson and Lewis
(1895) and Hall (1885) are included in the means, where Hall's are
given 1/2 weight. The results are tabulated as follows:
Table IV
Feature Radius (arc secs) Extreme Value
Outer A 19.85 20.30
Inner A 17.57 17.38
Outer B 16.87 17.09
Inner B 13.21 12.81
Inner C 10.5 10.2
Final Means for Ring Elements at 9.5388 AU
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-488 7
It is also clear that, of all the ring dimensions, the
inner boundary of Ring C shows the greatest uncertainty. It seems
to us, that the measurements more likely indicate a vacant space, or
region of very low particle density, stretching from 10.5 to the
planet's equatorial radius, whose value we shall next discuss.
Barnard (1890), during the eclipse of Iapetus by the shadow of the
rings, saw no diminution in the brightness of the satellite until
it reached 10.1 4 from Saturn, Gook and Franklin, 1958).
We hesitate to put any well-defined uncertainties on
the measures given in Table IV. With the exception of the inner
radius of Ring C, an uncertainty of t0.'1 is very probably an upper
limit. We do include in Table IV the appropriate extreme value of
a boundary given by any one of the observers heretofore mentioned.
1.2	 Mea6 uAez o6 the D-i,ame.teh o6 the D-i..dk
y
	
	 The comments made in Section 1 with regard to the
effects of irradiation on measured ring dimensions apply to a
still greater degree to observations of the planet itself. In
addition, measures of the equatorial diameter must be corrected
for phase and measures of the polar diameter for the elevation
of the earth above the planet's equatorial plane. In general,
measures of the latter quantity are less frequent than those of
the former. Most determinations of the radii of the planet result
from direct micrometer measures, but eclipses of the satellites by
the planet's shadow provide another method that nas proved quite
useful.
For micrometer measures, we again rely on day-light
measures of See (1902) and Lowell and Slipher (1915 a,b). Their
values for the equatorial diameter are 17.24 and 17 1.1 26 respectively;
both are in the visual and hence apply to ti 5500 0A. The Lowell
and Slipher measures were made only on two nights, but essentially
8
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at opposition so that corrections for phase were negligible. Both
these papers also contain measures at night and both sliow irradi-
ation to enlarge the equatorial diameter by 0. 1 5. Night-time measures
by others, i.e.,  Barnard ( 1896) , Dyson and Lewis ( 1895), and Hall
(1885) agree with the night measures of See and Lowell and Slipher
to a much greater extent than do corresponding measures of ring
dimensions. Presumably, so would their day-light measures had they
been made. We suspect, therefore, that a value of the equatorial
diameter of the planet of 17.25 is probably accurate to t0.105.
H. Struve (1894) reported extensive micrometer measure-
ments, particularly to determine the orbital elements of Saturn's
satellites. Useful by-products of his investigations are dimensions
of Saturn's disk. Struve was among the first to call attention to
the problem of irradiation and frequently observed with a slightly
illuminated field which would partially remove its effects. To
what extent irradiation actually remained a problem in his observa-
tions is uncertain. We shall briefly review Struve ' s measures of
the equatorial diameter because his determinations have been made
in two distinctly different ways and because his measures of the
polar diameter, where irradiation is less important, are the most
extensive in the literature.
From the mean of 93 observations of the equatorial
diameter, with respect to 2 satellites, Struve gives the value
17 1."47. 	 Struve himself indicates that this vd _ue must be consid-
ered to be an upper limit. His reasons are as follows: (1) The
micrometer wires used roe determining the position of a satellite
relative to the disk were occa..^ionally not set on the limb of the
planet but at an equal distance on the disk from the limb; (2)
mean values derived on nights of better seeing gave, for one
quoted example, smaller diameters than the final average by the
amount 0."13. Struve's discussion, therefore, suggests that the
most accurate equatorial diameter from these measures is less than
his quoted value of 171."47.
a.
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Struve has also obtained values of Saturn's equatorial
diameter from observations of eclipses of satellites. The mean of
9 events yields an equatorial diameter of 17:'50. This type of
observation is also beset with a number of problems, one of which
Struve fails to mention. This is the "augmentation" of the diameter
of the shadow cast by a planet because of its atmosphere. Observers
of lunar eclipses have found it necessary to increase the effective
diameter of the earth by ti 1.5% in order to account for eclipse
phenomena. Presumably a similar correction, though of unknown magni-
tude, applies for Saturn. It is therefore, reasonable to suppose
that Struve's value derived from eclipses is too high by a few per-
cent. Recent measures by Dollfus (1969) place the equatorial diameter
at 17 1.1 33 t0 1.1 07. We sha l l, therefore, adopt as final mean the value
17 1.1 29 10.07, as the most likely equatorial diameter.
The situation with regard to the polar diameter is
less satisfactory. Struve's measures, which gave an equat,)rial
diameter of 17.47 yield a value of 15 1.1 64 for the polar d:.ameter.
Residuals in satellite positions, made relative to the RI.ea and
Titan, suggest a correction of -0.27 to this value. The eclipses
give a value of 15.78, and an observation of the shadow of Titan
passing over the planet's disk yields 15.65. Other micrometer
measures, all of which lack corrections for iri-adia^ion, give the
values 16'.22, (Barnard, 1896) and 16'.'79, ( Dyson and Lewis, 1895),
where irradiation corrections would probably be ti 0 1."3 or less.
The measures of Dollfus (1969) give 15747 +0:105 and, in view of
the above remarks, we shall. adopt this value, unaltered by an
averaging, as the polar diameter of Saturn.
E
10
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2. PHOTOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF SATURN'S RINGS
2.1
	
Op-ti.eax T1uehneA,6; Reeuttz DeAi.ved Rom Occuetati.onz
o6 S-tau aiLd the E c ip4 e o6 I apetuA
Occultations of objects bright enough or of sufficient
contrast to provide reliable estimates of the optical thickness of
the rings are rare events. Two papers, Bobrov (1956) and Cook and
Franklin (1958) contain to our knowledge, a complete summary of
is
available information to date. 	 Consequently, we shall not under-
take a further summary, but simply state and appraise results.
Consideration of occultations, the eclipse of Iapetus
as observed by Barnard (1890), and the visibility of the disk of
Saturn through Ring A, but not through Ring B, led Bobrov (1956)
to the set of average representative values given in Table V.
Table V
Ring A Ring B Ring C
z 0.5 1.0 0.1
Representative Optical Depths,
Bobrov (3.956)
Unfortunately, it is not an easy matter to make
magnitude estimates of a star behind a bright sheet of material.
Indeed, as Bobrov points out, values of z derived from the occul-
tation of Leipzig I 4091 by Ring B are inconsistent with the
invisibility of the disk of the planet through Ring B.
* 06eenva.ti.ona o6 the occuttati.on o6 (St4o.Uing kstAonomelc, Vot. 20,
p. 16, 1966161) BD-19 0 5925 P
 Ju„°u_ 23, 1962, wehe not 6ueh. z to
yietd any new in6oAmati.on. See atAo Bobrov (1970), pp. 398-399.
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Observations of occultations could very probably
best be made visually using a polarizing photometer equipped
with a traveling prism. The prism would allow a comparison
star to be moved in the field of the telescope relative to Saturn
and so be superposed upon a portion of the ring in the same
relative configuration as the occulted star, by such, or similar
means, a visual comparison between the occulted and comparison
stars becomes a precise measurement. Unfortunately, no observa-
tions of this type have ever been made. We urge that occultations
be predicted and observed in this way.
From a reduction of the eclipse observations of
Iapetus, Cook and Franklin (1958) show that T for Ring C reaches
0.1P at that ring's outer bou,;..:ary. This paper also provides a
value of T for Ring B at its inner boundary of 0.58, with a lower
limit of 0.45.
From time to time there are visual reports of a
fourth ring (Ring D) external to Ring A. We shall review the
observations relating to its presumed e y istence a little later
and now only comment that T for Ring D can be no more than 0.01.
12	 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-488
2.2	 Opti.cae Thichne.ea : Reau.eta 61um Ring Pho-tometpuj and
Pho-tometAi c Pupenti.eb o6 the Two Bni.gh,t Ri.ng.e
We continue this discussion with a review of photo-
metry of the ring system as it can supply additional estimates of
the optical thickness in addition to other parameters. 	 We shall
base this review largely upon the observations presented by
Franklin and Cook (1965). In the course of the present complete
re-examination of the data discussed in that paper, we have founc
that an area factor and distance correction were inadverte..tly
omitted in plots giving the ring to disk brightness ratios. The
n
factor which corrects for both of these effects is 2 (1-O.019uO ) where
a is the phase angle in degrees. This factor must be divided into
the verti ca.l scales of Figures 8 and 9, Franklin and Cook (1965),
which give, respectively, the ring to disk brightness ratios it. ( V)
!ind (B). The effect of this correction in magnitudes is, fortunately,
nearly constant with phase angle. Thus, the entries of Column 5 of
Table II of Franklin and Cook (1965) that give the (V) magnitude of
the total ring alone as a function of a must all be increased, i.e.,
made fainter, by
	
magnitude  increment of 0.202 ±0.011 where the^
"error" gives the amount by which the extreme values depart from the
average figure. The corresponding positive correction to the (B)
magnitudes given in Column 6 of Table II, Franklin and Cook (1965),
is 0.192 10.013. If we neglect the "error" term, then we must make
the following comments with regard to the results of that paper:
(1) Figures 11 and 12, which present the (V) and
(B) phase curves of the ring remain basically
unchanged in shape but the above corrections,
0.202 (V) and 0.192 (B) must be added to their
vertical scales.
(2) To all the entries of Table III,.which gives the
i
brightness in magnitudes/arc sec. 2 of 5 charac-
teristic ring elements, must be added to the
corrections 0.20 (V) and 0.19 (B).
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(3) The discussion of the opposition surge or pip
given in that paper requires, on the basis of
the corrections mentioned here, no change. We
shall presently review those results and the
models they led to in the light of recent work.
(4) The effect of the two corrections is to revise
the photometric parameters, t and the geometric
albedo, p, of Rings A and B. The following
paragraphs will now lead to a revision of these
values; values of i are essentially unaffected,
p's do change substantially.
Here we follow the general methods as Dutlined by
Franklin and Cook (1965). Adding the mentioned corr-ections Uf
0.20 (V) and 0.19 (B) to the 5 Ring elements given in that paper
we ci)tain :
Table VI
A l A2 B1 B2 B3
V 7.40 6.89 6.55 6.67 7.00
B 8.25 7.74 7.40 7.52 7.85
Ring Element Magnitudes in Magnitude/Arc Sec  at
Opposition June 25/26, 1959 in the Visual and Blue
These quantities are in magnitudes/arc sec 2 at opposi-
tion on June 25/26, 1959 and thus, apply at an Earth-Saturn distance
of 9.050 AU. Included in these values is the non-linear surge in
brightness near opposition, which amounts to 0.23 (V) and 0.28 (B).
To obtain the brightness of the ring elements at zero phase and
exclusive of the pip, add 0.23 and 0.28 to the tabular values.
a
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The luminous solar input incident on the rings corresponds in
isotropic total reflection to a magnitude/arc sec t of 5.40 (V)
and 6.03 (B). These values are based upon an absolute solar
magnitude, V  = -26.81 and ( B -V) 0 = 0.63, Harris (1961). If
we deduct the solar values from, and add the amplitude of the
pip to the appropriate entries of Table VI, we obtain the
magnitude by which the various ring segments are fainter than
the incident solar radiation. We wish to account for this dif-
ference. At present a theory of multiple scattering that might
be applied to this problem has not been developed. 	 Even such
a theory would require as input the scattering function of a
single particle. Our policy here, as in the 1965 paper, is to
try to represent the observations by computing the brightness
at a = 0 1 resulting from single scattering and then adding to
it the contribution of the higher orders obtained for the
Lheovetl^.dily well- kl,uwii case. of i i0tC'l pic scattering. Values
of the 2 geometric albedos, in (V) and (B), and the optical
thickness which best represent the 5 Ring elements in the two
colors are given in Table VII.
Table VII.
Ring Element PV pB T
A l 0.82 0.65 0.17
A 2 0.82 0.65 0.37
B 1 0.82 0.65 1.0
B2 0.82 0.65 0.61
B 3 0.82 0.65 0.32
The Geometric Albedo in the Visual and Blue, pV,
P B , and the Optical Depth T Deduced for Ring
Elements.
CuAAen-te y being examined by J. B. Po.Q,Y.ach at Connell.
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J:
Lumme (1970) has found, on the basis of different
photometry p V = 0.82, T (Ring B) = 1.25 and T (Ring A) = 0.3.
To convert the geometric albedos to Bond albedos,
we require a knowle "ge of the phase integral, q. This parameter
is determined chiefly :)y the surface structure of the scattering
centers and clearly cannot be predicted theoretically for the
ring particles. Observationally, it cannot be obtained unless
measurements extend over at least 50 0
 in u. Thus, our only option
is to infer its value indirectly. The phase variation of a body
and its phase integral are related in the sense that a large phase
variation implies a small q. For both the Moon and Mercury q can
be obtained observationally; its value being 0.585 and 0.563 in
the two cases. Also, in the range 00 <a <10 0 , both these objects
show a phase variation of approximately the same amount as the
ring particles, 0.036 mag/degvee. For this reason we adopt q = 0.57
for the ring particles and this assumption leads to Bond, or diffuse,
albedos of 0.47 (V) and 0.37 (B). The two quantities, p V and pB
and consequently the Bond albedos, A (V) and A (B) are the only
quantities to be materially affected during this revision. Although
q = 0.57 seems to us the most reasonable value, it must probably
also be regarded as a minimum value. Larger q's would increase the
Bond albedo. We si^all return to the question of the albedo in just
a few paragraphs.
The optical thickness given in Table VII is to some
extent fixed by its value for the ringlet, B l . The major drawbacx
of this procedure is caused by the increasing importance, at T 21,
of the higher order scattering which we have dealt with inexactly,
though reasonably. For T = 1 in the ringlet R 1 , higher order
scattering contributes ti20% of the total radiation field. If we
let T -* m for B 1 and consider the particles to scatter isotropi-
cally, then we obtain albedos that are only 5% .Lower than the above
two.
W
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It now seems highly likely, Pilcher et al. (1970)
that frozen H 2O forms a major constituent of the ring. We are
therefore, led to ask whether albedos of 0.41 and 0.37 are reason-
able. In a sense, this question can immediately be answered in
the negative, because all forms or pure snow show nearly constant
reflectivities from ti5500°A to ti440o°A, while these albedos ihow
a 20% drop. :t is clear that the photometry cannot be so much in
error and that the frozen H 2O must be contaminated or be only one
component of the ring material. The originally pos3d question
though still stands: do the usual forms of snow have albedos of
essentially the amcunt as measured in V?
w	
2.3	 Photome,tAic Pnopmti.ea 06 Snow
Veverka (1970) has recently discussed the photometric
properties of snow. His review of the literature is t;'orough but
his analysis is slightly limited by the assumption that snow is a
Lambert reflector, although experiment indicates otherwise. We
reproduce his Figures 5-4 and -5 as Figures 1 and 2, with further
comment later. These figures display the ratio f of the direct
back reflectivity at a given angle of incidence i and reflection c,
to the normal reflectivity. Veverka's three types of snow are:
I, freshly fallen snow; II,  wind-packed snow; and III, frozen rain
crust. The best fits to the ubservations appear to be given by the
following representations:
Type I	 f(i)
Type II	 f(i)
Type III
	
Osi<n/3 f(i)
n/3S1STi /2 f(i)
0.83 + 0.17 CO6 2i	 (1)
= 0.675 + 0.325 cab 2i	 (2)
= 0.92 + 0.08 cab ?i
= 0.52
	 (3)
0
The fits (1), (2), and (3) imply for the laws of
reflection, the following expressions for the bi-directional
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Fi gure 1. The Normalized Reflectivity of Snow, Types 1 and II.
(From Veverka (1970) Figure 5-4)
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Figure 2. The Normalized Reflectivity of Snow, Type 1II.
(From Veverka (1970) Figure 5-5)
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reflectivity, A(i,E), where the principle of reciprocity is main-
tained:
Types I and II
A(i,E) = rN (1-y+yCOA 2i) (1-y+yC04 2E) (4)
Type III
0<-iSn/3 1 Occsn/3	 A(i,E) = rN (1-y+yCOb 2i) 1^(1- y+yC0e 2E)^ (5)
Osis n /3, n /3sESn/2	 A(i,E) = r Nb ;^(1-Y+yc0,6 2J)
n /3si<- n /2 9 OSESn /3 	 A(i,E) = rNb 11(1-y+yCOb 2E)il
n/3<i<n /2 9 n/35Esn /2 	Mi,r_) = rNb,	 (6)
where for Type I y = 0.17, Type II y = 0.325, Type III y = 0.08,
and b = 0.52. In these expressions r  denotes the normal reflec-
tivity,
r 
	
= A(0,0).	 (7)
We next desire the geometric albedo, p, for which i = E, And we
integrate over the illuminated hemisphere to find:
n/2
p = 2	 A(i,i) CO35 2 i 4in i di,
0
whence for:
Types I and II
P = 3 rN	 (1 - 5 Y)	 (8)
Type III
p	 3 rN (8 - 8O Y + 8 b)	 (9)
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We next require the diffuse reflectivity and this involves an
integration over the hemisphere of the directions of reflection:
n/2
A L (i ) =	 2 f	 A(i ^r ) COb E Ain E dc	 ( 10)
0
wr,erice for Types I and II we obtain:
A 
(i) _ (1 - (1-2Y) 3/2 ^ 
r (1 - Y t Y C04 2i)^	 (11)
L	 3Y	 N
and for Type III:
1-(1 
2 
Y)3/2	
1
Osi<n/3 A L(i) =	 t 4 b rN (1-y+y Cob 2i)
3Y
1-(- 
2 Y)3/2	 1
n/3<i <. r/2 A L(i) = r 	 b t 4 b
3Y
}
(12)
The diffuse reflectivity at normal incidence is:
IS
-N = AL (0),
	 (13)
and the diffuse albedo is:
n/2
AD =	 2 1 AL (i) C06 i Ain i di
0
whence we find:
(14)
Types I and :I
1 - (1-2-y)3/2
2
AD	 rN
l	 Y
Type III
A D =	 3+ 4 b	 r 
Y
where the Bord albedo is identically equal to the diffuse albedo.
I
(15)
I
(16)
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Finally, we require the brightness as a function of
phase angle. Let the flux illuminating a sphere be nF in a
parallel beam. The brightness is the total intensity reflected
per unit cross-section and per unit solid angle of reflection. bet
this brigh*'ness be denoted B p (a), where a is the phase angle. We
introduce the "photometric longitude" ^,, measured in the plane con-
taining the Earth, Sun, and a ring particle; it is measured from
the Sun toward the Earth and the "photometric latitude" is measured
from this plane. We then have:
n/
(
2 	 n/2
Bp (a) = ^	 I	 A(i,E) COb 2 ^ COb X COS(X-a) COb c OdX
J
(17)
where:
COA i = CO, cob a (18)
cob e = COa 4 CO,s (a-a) (19)
The geometric albedo is, by definition:
	
p - Bp (0)	 (20)
and we define the phase function as the ratio:
	B (a)	 B (a)
Ca) = B 0	 = —2	 (21)
	
p	 p
The phase integral is the integral of 0 over all directions:
n
fq = 2 	 4)(a) bin a da	 (22)
0
and the Bond albedo is then:
	
AB = pq	 (23)
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AB AD
It 
= P 
= P (24)
It follows that, given the diffuse albedo from Equations (15) or
(16) and the geometric albedo from Equations (8) or (9) we can
obtain the phase integral from:
As an example, consider the following tabulation of the three
types of snow:
Table VIII
Type r RN AB P p/rN q
I 0.82 0.74 0.68 0.57 0.58 1.44
II 0.70 0.57 0.46 0.35 0.49 1.34
III 0.64 0.58 0.53 0.40 0.62 1.32
Photometric Properties of Snow
The normal reflectivities, r N , are the only observed
values; all other quantities are derived from the above formu-
lation. The quantity of chief importance for us is the Bond lbedo,
AB . It thus appears that there do exist snows with albedos similar
to those obtained for the rings. Thus, the rings are best explained
as composed of something like freshly fallen snow with a reddening
reflection of dust. The expected temperature of the rings is so
low that we anticipate the formation of vitreous ice, (Fletcher,
1970), which would most nearly resemble Type III. PossL)ly the
Bond albede of vitreous ice is somewhat higher so that a reddening
admixture of dust may be present. The reader will note that the
quantities in Table VIII refer to a smooth surface of snow, not the
rough surface implied by the observed phase function of the rings.
The Bond albedos are then the only quantities that can be directly
compared with observations.
II
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3.	 REMARKS ON RING MODELS A AND B
3.1
	 Modetz o6 Rinp A and B
In discussing photometry of the ring system before
we completed our study, (Cook and Franklin, 1965), Eobrov in a
series of papers, see Bobrov (1940), (1954), showed that the data
allowed the reasonably precise evaluation of only one quantity
which related to the dynamical state of the ring as a whole. This
quantity was the fraction of the total ring volume which the
particles themselves occupy. This result indicated that this
fraction, called the volume density, D, was of the order of 10-3.
Basically, his interpretation, which dates back to Seeliger (1887),
views the phase curve of the ring as a consequence of mutual
shadowing. Near opposition, when the light source and the observer
are within a few minutes of arc of one another as seen from Saturn,
the ring system appears brightest. Outside of opposition, the
shadows of foreground particles impinge on those in the background
and the ring brightness falls. Our measures, in general, confirmed
the early photometry; but also indicated that the phase curve of
the ring was color dependent. The interpretation of this pheno-
menon led us two possible ring models. One could account for the
wave-length dependence if (1), the average particle radius was
sufficiently small, about 300u; or (2), still allowing the particles
to be of an indeterminate s-ze, if they possessed small surface
features which could produce the observed color dependence in much
the same way as the 'glory' is produced. Although, the observed wave-
length dependence is near the limit of measurement, these two possible
models do not appear to require any further internal modification at
this time. By way of summary, we should like to emphasize that both
of these models use the shadowing mechanism proposed by Seeliger to
explain at least a part of the opposition surge.
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Now, two important comments, or questions, must be
posed with regard to the above models: (1) Can the rings maintain
a thickness much larger than a particle radius and what is the
mechanism by which this is done, if it is done; and (2) What are
the implications of the photometry of laboratory samples as measured
by Oetking (1966) and Hapke (1966)? We shall discuss (1) first.
It is clear that a central assumption of any model that employs
Seeliger type shadowing to account for the opposition surge supposes
that the ring particles exist in a medium that is several and per-
haps many particle radii in thickness. It is also clear that either
all ring particles must pass through the plane of the ring system
twice during a complete orbit of the primary, i.e., about 4 times
per day or that mutual electrostatic repulsion, for example, must
"float" the particles at low relative velocities. Thus, in the
first case, even if the fraction of the total volume of the ring
occupied by particles is as low as 10 -3 , collisions between particles
on anv relevant time scale must be frequent events. Qualitatively,
then, it would seem very likely that the vertical thickness of the
ring-- would rapidly diminish, for all collision models except per-
fectly elastic ones. It is even quite conceivable that a layer only
^t
one particle diameter thick would be the eventual result.
Gravitational instabilities within the ring will not
produce the needed kinetic energy to extend the rings vertically.
The demonstration of this conclusion is readily derived from the
discussion of Cook and Franklin (1964). If the particles are
approximately spherical and lie in the plane of the rings, we may
regard them as point masses all in one plane. Cook and Franklin
treated a continuum of such points as a first case. They showed
that oscillations with axial symmetry about Saturn are the most
unstable and that all wave-numbers above the limit:
A
4
Note that a A i.ng t Aichne,6d o6 ti 1 km, had been ucen.tty we i-
a tabZizhed ohenvati.onatty, by K,itadze (1967) and by Foead and
Do.t6uz (1969) . Such a -thi,ck.ned6 means that Modet 11 o6
Fnankti.n and Cook (1965) mu6-t be abandoned.
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m „	 1	 S
2r A	 Rat
(25)
(27)
Finally, we employ
r 2T = r Np p
1 1
= =
dp m.. 112N
p
(28)
would grow exponetially with time. There m" denotes the wave nur ► uer,
a the distance from Saturn of mass S and R is the surface density of
the ring. However, we do not have, in the rings, a continuum of
points, a fact that means self-gravitational effects will be Heavily
diluted as the wave-length becomes short compared to the interparticle
distance. The problem probably should be discussed again to include
this effect. In the meantime, we can say that a wave-length, m"-1,
equal to twice the interparticle distance, d p , will suffer little
dilution, b •.:t one Half of this value will suffer considerable dilution
and much smaller wave-lengths will be so badly diluted that instability
will not occur.
For the present, we adopt dp-1 for m", i.e., dp-1
is probably very near the critical, or most unstable, wave number.
We substitute this into the above inequality along with
R = 3n 7T p p rp 3 Np	 (26)
where p p is the density of a particle of radius r  and N  is the
number of particles per unit area. We also have the optical
thickness:
After a little manipulation we obtain:
2/3
	
T > ^i/2 - S3 p	 = 0.32
8	 a	 p
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The effect of dilution mentioned above can only be to raise the
value of T to larger numbers. Only in Ring B is T significantly
greater than this limit and hence only there could this sort of
instability develop. From Cook and Franklin's (1964) Equation
(27) for the angular frequency of an instability with 9 = 0
(radial wave) we expect any such instability to grow for T at 1 in
an enfolding time of about 7000 sec or 2 hows. The velocities
generated would be small compared to a characteristic one given
by the inter-particle distance ( ti 10 5 cm, from the observations
of the edge on ring thickness, multiplied by the orbital angular
frequency, 1.4 x 10 -4 , i.e. , small compare to 14 cm sec -1 ). The
efficiency of transfer of kinetic energy to oscillations perpendi-
cular to the plane of the rings will not only be reduced by a
factor of (1-a), where a is the accommcdation coefficient for snow
balls colliding at a few cm sec -1 but also by another due to the
fact that the particles are nearly spherical. Allowance for these
two factors probably sets the vertical velocity of ring particles
at a few cm sec -1 , and maybe much less. Division of such a number
by the angular frequency of vertical oscillations, twice the
orbital frequency, yields a vertical amplitude of % 0.1 km or less.
We conclude that such displacements play no significant or
observable role in Ring B and we have seen that they do not occur
in Ring A.
Can we find other mechanisms to provide a finite
ring thickness for particles larger than those of Franklin and
Cook's (1965) Model II, which as we have seen, must be discarded
on observational grounds, that is, for particles larger than
ti 0.1 cm in radius? Consider the two possibilities:
11 Collisions, coupled with friction from the
gradient of orbital angular velocity as an
energy source might produce a steady state
such that the ring stabilizes at a finite
thickness, greater than a particle diameter.
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(2)	 Electrostatic repulsion between the particles
balances gravitational forces and produces a
ring of finite thickness.
Both of these possibili)7ies can be discarded, thanks
again to the ti 1 krrj observed ring thickness. The first case has
been discussed by Cook and Fran):;in (1964) who showed that in
Ring B one might obtain a vertical thickness about five times the
value due to thermal velocities. For Franklin and Cook's Model II
not to apply, the ring particles must be, in radius : 0.1 cm.
Assuming a minimum density of 1/20 gm cm -3 for the particles and
a kinetic temperature of 100°K, the kinetic motions of such parti-
cles would lead to a thickness of the ring of ti 0.1 cm which might
be enlarged to % 0.5 cm or so by friction. This value can neither
produce the low fraction of the volume filled required by Model I,
nor be reconciled with observed ring thickness.
The second rase, electrostatic repulsion, has also been
discussed by Cook and Franklin (1965). Very briefly, the result
showed that electrostatic repulsion could only be a likely mechanism
if the ring particles had radii < 0.1 cm. For larger particles the
necessary charges and ion densities in the ring become unrealistic.
For the case of particles 0.1 cm in radius, the predicted ring
thickness was again much less than the 1 km value observed.
In the previous discussions we have made frequent use
of the observation that the ring thickness is ti 1 km. We have
made this datum a requirement that must be satisfied by any ring
model. It is important to remember, however, that there remains
the possibility that the ring is enveloped in a tenuous atmosphere
or even that particles outside Ring A exist in orbits of relatively
high inclinations. Since the space density of such particles is
much reduced from its value in Rings A or B, the collision frequency
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4would also drop so that orbits with inclinations slightly different
from zero might exist. ,Near ring plane passage either of these
effects could suggest a ring of finite thickness.
Finally, we are led to a last possible source of ver-
tical motions, perturbations of ring particles by the inner
satellites of Saturn. It seems likely, Franklin and Colombo (1970)
that the radial structure of the ring system is governeO by reso-
nances between the local orbital frequency of the ring particles
and the orbital frequency of Mimas. At and near a resonance, ring
particles are perturbed into eccentric orbits that could bring them
into collision with adjacent particles. The above paper considered
a simple case of a single layer of particles, so spaced that colli-
sions did not occur. Thus, the model postulated a prior evolution
to a collisionless state and is therefore unable to consider the
vertical distribution of particles. We are currently beginning an
investigation of this question as a case of the numerical N body
problem. Collisions, with the accommodation coefficient as a
parameter will be included, but results cannot be expected for
several months. At present it is not possible to assess accurately
the likelihood that this mechanism can maintain a finite ring thick-
ncss, but our suspicions ar-- pessimistic on energy considerations.
Ultimately, the energy must come frcm the potential energy of a
satellite in the field of Saturn, the satellite being Mimas, or
possibly Mimas and Tethys. The ring quite certainly has a mass
greater than that of Mimas. All depends upon the collision frequency
and the degree of elasticity of the collisions which can only be con-
sidered in a numerical model. One does expect a 'thickening' of the
ring vertically near a resonance, but this may be a very local
phenomenon.
The above discussion has lead us to doubt the existence
of rings many particle radii in thickness. If we are forced to
accept monolayer rings, we are confronted with the need to explain
4
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the observed phase curve in some other terms than Seeliger-type
shadowing. First, though we are prompted to ask whether we
can explain the opposition surge as a	 sequence of 'microscopic'
shadowing, resulting from possible intricacies of surface struc-
ture. Essentially, %!e are still trying to use a Seeliger-type
of shadowing, but we poCtulite that it is produced by an elaborate
surface structure rather than arising between particles.
The appropriate theory for application to this problem
has been developed by Irvine (1966). His formulation applies only
for single scattering and so must be used with some caution in
this problem. However, photometry of the rings indicates that for
T s 1 single scattering accounts for 75 to 80% of the observed
brightness. Thus, we can approximately treat the problen ► by
requiring that any phenomenon be represented by using only % 80%
of the total light.
The slope of the phase curves in the region of phase
angle a = 2 0 to 60
 can be fitted on Irvine's model with a fraction
of the volume filled of ti 1/3, e.g., the surfaces of the particles
show an intricate ne.!dle-structure, with 2/3 of the volume adjacent
to the needles empty. Such curves, however, do not at all accu-
rately predict the shape of the opposition surge. At much lower
fractions of the volume filled, about 1/50, 'Irvine's curves do
resemble the observed ones throughout the entire range a = 0 0 to
6 0 , but we regard the existence of particles with such low densities
near their surfaces with great suspicion.
There remains, in our opinion, one exit from the
difficulties we have outlined; or, in the present context, one
gray of accounting for the phase curves with a single layer model.
This is the second question mentioned on page 23• We refer the
reader to the papers of Oetking (1966) and Hapke (1966) who found
from a study of various laboratory samples that an opposition
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surge was nearly always present, and that failure to detect it in
the past was the result of the inability of observers to measure
at very small phase angles. The effect could not be associated
in any obvious way with such quantities as particle size, albedc,
composition or degree of compaction of the sample. We thus simply
conclude that this effect may well be exhibited by ring particles
and consequently, offers a possible, though physically unexplained,
means of accounting for all or part of the opposition surge, and
its color dependence.
Our final conclusion is, alas, necessarily rather
vague. To us it seems as though the most consistent model for
Rings A and B is a single layer of particles, probably near 1 km
in diameter which exhibit Oetking's effect. The particles, at
least in the Lrightest part or Ring B, are essentially in contact,
probably rolling on one another. This model received further
support from recent work (Franklin et al. 1971) which shows that
a mass of Ring B > 6 x 10
-6
 c,f Saturn's (or a mean ring density,
p 00.1 gm/cm 3 ) can augment the outer boundary of Ring B by ti 0.2
and thus accouat for the fact that the observed Cassini division
is asymmetrically placed with respect to the resonance at 1/2
Mimas' period. On the other hand a ring model (Bobrov, 1970) that
interprets the opposition surge wholly in terms of shadowing (i.e.,
no Oetking effect) gives for D, the fraction of the ring volume
occupied by macroscopic particles, the value D = 10 -2 . If the ring
particles have a density of 1 gm/cm 3 , the implied mean ring density
of p = 0.01 gm/cm 3 is too small by a factor of 10 to account for
the Cassini division displacement. Whether the rings actually exist
in a mono-layer, or, do show a thickness at least a little greater
than a particle diameter can only be answered by a model in which
the sources of particle motions perpendicular to the ring plane and
the effects of collisions are included.
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3.2
	 Modefts o6 Ring C
The role of meteoroidal bombardment of Saturn's
rings was first pointed out by Bandermann and Wolstencroft (1969)
and discusGed quantitatively by Cook and Franklin (1970). The
existence of this phenomenon can be coupled with the photometric
behavior of Ring C as follows: the optical thickness of Ring C
just inside Ring B, according to Cook and Franklin (1958), is
about equal to that in the outer part of Ring A [Franklin and
Cook (1965)] however, the geometric albedo of Ping C is far less
than that of Ring A. It follows that the particles in Ring C
are much poorer back scatterers than those in Rings A and B.
Presumably, the Ring C particles are good forward scatterers,
i.e., they are small particles. Thus, the temptation to identify
the particles of Ring C as small bits of ice spalled from Ring B
by meteoroidal bombardment is overwhelming.
We shall briefly outline the steps which we plan
to take to discuss the question quantitatively. The meteoroidal
bombardment of Ring B must not only throw spall about, but also
release a certain amount of gas, a small portion of which must
be photoionized by solar radiation before the molecules are
reaccreted on the ring. These ions may be expected to lock on
to Saturn's magnetic field. This field, whose existence we must
presently only assume, almost certainly has an angular velocity
less than that for particles in circular orbit about Saturn in
the inner part of Ring B. A deceleration of gas and ions and
consequently a tendency to spiral toward the planet follows.
Some of the gas and ions will depart inward from Ring B and this
cloud will also impose a drag on the spalled particles, pulling
some of their aposaturnia closer to the planet than the inner
edge of Ring B. After a time there will be a build-up of spalled
ice particles in the region of Ring C. Transfer by collision of
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further spalled particles from Ring B will then take place. Meteor-
oidal bombardment of the particles in Ring C will tend to vaporize
the small ice particles completely and generate gas locally in
Ring C, producing a drag upon the small particles, much as outlined
above. The protile of Ring C presumably will be then determined
by the competing processes of injection of newly spalled particles
from Ring B and destruction of small particles by meteoroidal
bombardment while the particles slowly spiral toward Saturn under
the net drag imposed by t
important because it will
profile inward, closer to
may also allow us to make
D, outside of Ring A, and
magnetic field.
he gas and ions. This study could prove
allow us to extend the observed Ring C
the planet, with some confidence. It
some predictions about the alleged Ring
maybe to infer something about Saturn's
For the present, let us employ the observed profile
of the optical thickness of Ring C with assumptions regarding
the possible particle radii. The optical thickness curve was
deduced from an eclipse of Iapetus by Ring C as observed by
Barnard (1890). We reproduce here in Figure 3 results of these
observations. The particles in Ring C are probably vitreous ice
which is formed by crystallization from water vapor at tempera-
tures below 113°K, (Fletcher, 19 710). Taking these to be solid
at a density of 0.92 g cm-3 and spherical in shape, we calculate
numbers of particles per cm  column through the rings for equiva-
lent spherical particles of radii 10u, 100;-, and 1000u. In view
of their scattering properties, we find it difficult to believe
that the particles have radii outside of this range. The
following table presents some results for an optical. thickness
Of 0.10. Values can be resealed in direct proportion for other
optical thicknesses.
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Figure 3. The Optical T,iickn3ss of Ring C Plotted Against
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Table IX
Radius of
Particle
Mass of Particle
gms
Cross Section
cm-2
No.	 of Particles
per Unit Area cm-2
lop 4 x 10 -y 3 x 10 -6 3 x 104
loop 4 x 10 -6 3 x 10 -4 3 x 102
1000p 4 x 10 -3 3 x 10 -2 3
Number of Ice Particles per Column of Unit Cross Section
Through Ring C at Optical Thickness, T = 0.10
Finally, we must remark that, although small particles
are required to explain the photometric properties of Ring C, it
may be possible that a small, unobservable number of large particles,
similar to those we have suggested for Rings A and B, may be present
in Ring C.
3.3
	 Comments on Ring D -- A. Ring Exteni.oh to Ring A
The existence of a faint outer ring was proposed by
several observers early in this century, see Alexander (1962)
Chapter 28. The failure of other observers with large instruments,
most especially Barnard, to record such a ring prevented this
possible discovery from gaining wide-spread acceptance. Those
observers who did claim to have observed Ring D saw it as a dark
projection, about 1 arc sec wide, against the planet's disk. in
recent times, Cragg (1954) has made the same claim, except that
lie and another observer independently, report seeing Ring D both
in projection against the disk and as a bright area against the
sky.
TW section and .the 6inat one ane addi.ti.ona to the main body
o6 this review wtiitten to nepont new mate-Ai.at about to be
pubti.s hed on ven.y ucentt y pub.Q,iz hed.
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Still more recently, Feibelman (1967) has used micro-
densitometer traces of plates, exposured up to 30 minutes, to
show that some faint light in the ring plane does exist at dis-
tances from the planet some two times that of the outer boundary
of Ring A. These observations were made near ring plane n3ssage
of the Earth. Thus, there appears to be some observat'Dnal
evidence for:
(1) a faint ring immediately exterior to Ring A.
(2) a possible faint ring extending to much
greater distances, essentially, if Feibelman
is correct, to the orbit of Enceladus.
We feel that this second claim must be viewed with deep
reservation. Rosino and Stagni (1969) failed to locate this
extension on good quality plates taken essentially at the same
time.
It is well-known that Ring C and the Cassini Division
show bright knots or condensations when the Earth and the Sun are
on opposite sides of the ring plane. Let us first suppose that
this phenomenon has never been seen in the Ring D region. The
knots in Ring C have been followed L , Barnard as close to Saturn
as 10.56, where the optical thickness is % 0.01. Hence, we suppose
that i for Ring D < 0.01.
Franklin and Colombo (1970) obtained a density profile
of the conspicuous parts of the ring system on the assumption
that ring particles were so spaced that collisions did not occur.
In that paper, the oblateness of Saturn and perturbations by the
inner satellites were included. This collisionless model required,
for example, that near a resonance the areal density of particles
must drop rapidly and the resulting computed profiles of the
boundaries of, and gaps in the ring bears a distinct resemblance
to the observed ring profile.
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A few sample orbits were also obtained more distant
from the planet than the outer boundary of Ring A, in the hypo-
thetical Ring D region. Such orbits showed high eccentricities
which suggested that the areal density of material, in non-
colliding orbits, must be several orders of magnitude below the
areal density of similar particles in Ring A. It is now clear,
however, that the calculation upon which this conclusion was
based corresponded to a special class of orbits of high eccen-
tricity, i.e., orbits of low eccentricity do, in fact, exist in
this region. This leads us now to the prediction that there may
exist, exterior to Ring A, several concentrations of particles
lying between the resonances: 2/3 PMimas and 3/4 PM ; 3/4 PM and
4/5 P M . These concentrations are shown in Figure 4, where the
scale on the abscissa is drawn such that RMimas - 1.00 and the
ordinate scale gives the surface number density, N, of ring
particles. N is inversely proportional to AR, which is the
minimum radial separation of adjacent particles such that colli-
sions will not occur. As an example AR is approximately 200 meters
at the Ring A maximum, with R
Mimas - 1.86 x 10 5 km. Further
details regarding the assumptions and the computation involved
in obtaining Figure 4 can be found in Franklin and Colombo (1970)
and Franklin et al. (1971). The first of these concentrations,
between 2/3 PM
 and 3/4 P M is reduced in radial extent by perturba-
tions associated with 112 of the period of Enceladus. Crosses on
Figure 4 give limits imposed by Enceladus. The next, between
3/4 PM and 4/5 PM is somewhat narrower and shows a density decrease
from the first by a factor of about 4 -5, while the first shows a
maximum density about one order less than is shown by Ring A.
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With regard to the first concentration, two questions
come to mind;
(a) Perhaps the density maximum, between 2/3 PM
and 3/4 PM
 and centered some 1."5 beyond the
outer boundary of Ring A is Ring D, as observed
by Cragg and others.
(b) Is it possible that this concentration, whose
brightness would increase as the elevation
of the ring plane to the Earth approached zero,
could be the recen;.ly discovered satellite
Janus?
Point (a) cannot really be discussed further at this
time. We must simply bear in mind that material external to Ring A
is a real possiblity, with a certain observational and dynamical
support.
1b
I
With regard to (b) we Have remeasured the published
photographs of Dollfus (1968), Texeieau (1967), and Walker (1967)
with the hope of being more precise on this question. This has
led us to believe that the existence of Janus is quite likely and
has also allowed us to revise the orbital period for that satellite.
(It appears that the accurate position deriveable from Walker's
photograph was not used in the rollfus solution). All measurements
used for the solution discussed ' here were made relative to known
satellites also appearing on the photographs; the details are
summarized in Table X. Assuming Janus to move in a direct circular
orbit, we have found that six periods adecuately fit these observa-
tions. Table XI provides the results. None of .the six agrees well
with the period of 17.975 given by Dollfus (1968) as the most likely,
though two of the set do agree with two periods also considered
by Dollfus, 18.263 and 17.697. However, Table XI shows that the
period that best fits the three published observations is 19.565.
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Table X
No.	 of Position of
Satellites Janus at mean
Time of Middle appearing distance
Observer of Exposure Exposure on photo- (9.5389	 AU)
(UT) Time graph
(excluding
Janus)
Dollfus 15 Dec.	 1966 21 min 4 21:18t073(E)
(1) 18h 22m 30s
Walker 18 Dec.	 1966 30 sec 5 19.15±071(E)
(2) 01h 35m 478
Texereau 29 Oct.	 1966 5 min 2 16'.'O(W)
(3) 02t'	 55 in
Information Obtained rrom Three Photographs of the Satellite Janus
If we can accept the model proposed by Franklin and
Colombo (1970), this value receives some support from a recent photo-
graph of remarkable quality taken by Guerin (1970). This photograph
recorded, to our knowledge for the first time two 'divisions", or
narrow regions where the intensity gradient is very steep in King A,
which are the visually observed components of the Encke division.
Measures we have made on pre-publication copies of this photograph
show that the outer of these two lies at 3/5 of the period of Mimas,
substantiating the treatment of Franklin and Colombo (1970). The
inner lies at 0.691, or 18."60 on Figure 4. This value corresponds
closely to 2/3 of the period 19.565, or 18.59. Except for the period
given by Case II (b), which is nearly the sar*- as Case II (a), none
of the other four periods predicts a feature in this region. It is
also possible to associate a pronounced feature in Ring B with 112
of this period (but with gone of the other four). Many observers
(Alexander, 1962) have ,)ted a narrow region of rapid intensity
change near the center of Ring B; a measurement of the ring profile
of Dollfus (1970) places it at 15.42, and 112 of the 19h565 period
corresponds to 15736. Except for a possible double minimum near
the inner boundary of Ring B, noted by ^ollfus (1970) but apparently
not by others (Alexander, 1962), it is the most conspicuous feature
in Ring B. Three quarters of the period 19h565 lies outside of
Ring A.
Ir conclusion, we feel that the certain existence of
material external to Ring A has not been reliably demonstrated, n`•,
however, has the possibility been excluded. The existence of Janus
is most likely and it seems now quite impossible to suppose, as it
did seem to us at one time, that Janus might not be a satellite at
all, but rather an outer ring, visible at the time of ring plane
passage.
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(1) 21.8(E) -22°2 -23°9 2175
(2) 19.5(E) -34.1 -a3.6 19.6
(3) 16.0(W) +132.8 +133.0 16.1
no = 465°22/day
a = 23.550
P = 18.572
fit
Table XI
Comparison of Observed (obs) and Calculated (calc) Orbit Parameters
for the Satellite Janus for Different Possible Periods, P.
Case I: Assume M 1 <0, M 2 >0, then
0 b robs Mobs Mcalc rcalc no
(1) 21'.8(E) -17°1 -12.0 22.3 no = 488°10/day
(2) 19.5(E) +31.3 +31.0 19.6 a	 -	 22."81
(3) 16.0(W) +135.5 +134.9 16.1
0
P = 17f'701^
Case II: Assume M 1 >0 1 M 2 <0 1	(a)
(1) 21.'8(E) +26.6 27°1 21.7 no = 441°61/day
(2) 19.5(E) -3E.9 -36.9 19.5 a	 = 24738
(3) 16.0(W) +229.0 +228.8 16.1
0
P	 = 19.565
(h)
(1) 21.'8(E) +26°3 23°2 22.3 no = 443.58/day
(2) 19.5(E) -36.7 -36.3 .19.6 a	 =	 24.'31
(3) 16.0(W) +131.2 (131.0 15.9
0
P	 = 19.478
CaseIII: Assume M I >0 9 M 2 >0
U) 21'.8	 L') +20°5 22° 3 21.5 no = 473. 74/day
(2) 19.5(E) +33.1 32.2 19.7 a	 = 23.27
(3) 16.0(W) +133.3 133.3 16.0
0
P	 = 18.238
Case IV: Assume M 1 < 0, M2 < 0	 (a)
(b)
(1) 21.8(E) -2296 -20°4 22.'1 no = 463:.;2/day
(2) 19.5(E) -34.3 -34.5 19.5 a	 =	 23.'61
(3) 16.0(W) +227.3 +227.0 16.1
0
P	 = 18.648
'The mean anomaly, M is measured from eastern. elongation.
Observers (Obs . ) (1. )= Dollfus ; (2)-= Walker;  (3 )=Texereau.
M, and M 2
 refer to otservations (1) and (2).
ry is radial distance from Saturn at mean distance (9.5388 AU).
ao
 is the semi-major axis and n o
 the mean daily motion of Janus.
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3.4	 Comments on a Ring Interior to Ring C
Recently Guerin (1970) has published an extra.-
1W
ordinary photograph that presents new data on the ring system.
He apparently has succeeded in photograph :.ng not only Ring C
and its inner boundary, but has also recorded a ring interior
to Ring C. The division or gap, which seems qui*e well-defined,
between Ring C and the new interior ring presents a new challenge.
Measures of the position of this new gap place it at 10.8 t0.2
from Saturn. As we have already remarked, Franklin and Colomoo
(1970) have attempted to account for the major features of the
ring profile as a consequence of resonance phenomena. We are thus
led to inquire whether this new feature can be explained in terms
of a resonance with one of the satellites. To this end, we have
explored three possibilities. The first, a resonance between the
vocal orbital frequency of a ring particle and 4 times that of
M1mdS, can quickly be dismissed. The perturbations associated with
this resonance depend upon the square of the orbital eccentricity
of Mimas and are too small to be of any consequence. A second Poe
sibility relates to a resonance between the mean m:.,tion of a particle
near the observed gap and the *roving tidal bulge raised by Minas
on Saturn. Once again calculations show that such a bulge is
probably too small to perturb greatly a ring particle in the critical
region.
	 (The height of the tide raised on Saturn by Mimas is less
than 30 cm).
One final mechanism, however, does seem very promising.
At 11."2 from Satu!'ri the oblateness of the primary causes the orbits
of ring particles to precess at rates which equal the mean motion of
the most massive satellite of the Saturn system, Titan. Calculations
show that the resonance between these two motions would lead to a
gap, defined in the same way as by Franklin and Colombu (1970), of
at least % 0.3 in width and centered at 11.2 from Saturn. This seems
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to be displaced somewhat from the location which we have measured
on Guerin's photograph. We await further photographs and measure-
ments with much interest.
To conclude: the presence of material interior to
Ring C rests upon a single observation, but it is a modern one
that will be further checked in the near future. A preliminary
theoretical reconnaissance shows the gap in this region to be com-
prehensible. Thus, the chance that a spacecraft traversing this
region would encounter ring particles must be regarded as likely.
r
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